Exercise 2

Tasks:
1. Define and describe system stakeholders, system, goals, dependencies and scenarios.
2. Create i* strategic dependency, and rationale models.
3. Create structured textual scenarios

While performing the tasks, consider the following questions:

- Who are stakeholders?
- What are their goals?
- What are stakeholder dependencies?
  How various stakeholders can help each other to achieve the goals?
- What stakeholders need to do on their own to achieve the goal (e.g., goal refinement)?

- What are the typical scenarios?
- What are preconditions/postconditions to run the scenario?
- What are alternative scenarios?

- How does the goal model initiate and influence definition of scenario?
- How does the scenario illustrate satisfaction of goals?
- Does the scenario lead to identification of new goals?

Submit solutions to the tasks using the course submission function no later than 4th of October.

Solution will be evaluated according to:
- Relevance to the content (stakeholders, goals, scenarios)
- Correctness of the used languages (both goal models and scenarios)
- Traceability
  - to the previous document
  - between the goal and scenario models